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Q4 2019 
 
Abax Absolute Fund Commentary 
 
Quarterly Overview 
 
The last quarter of 2019, especially December, proved to be good for asset markets around the world. 
All major central banks reiterated their commitment general policy accommodation, but only the 
Federal Reserve in the United States still have some conventional monetary policy tools available to 
them. Over the latter half of 2019 Jay Powell and team cut US rates from 2.5% to 1.75%. This was 
against the backdrop of rising US-China trade tensions, weaker manufacturing data from the US and 
Europe and with general subpar inflation prints. Towards the end of the quarter trade tensions eased 
with some agreement on trade tariffs, while in the United Kingdom, the Conservative Party got a 
decisive victory in the elections, paving the way for a long-awaited exit from the European Union.  
 
On the local front, poor economic growth, Eskom’s unstable electricity supply and poor consumer and 
business confidence weighed on our markets for most of the year. The MTBPS (Medium Term Budget) 
painted a bleak fiscal picture with a worrying ever increasing government debt burden. It just about 
confirmed our downgrade to ‘junk’ status from the ratings agency Moody’s, the only agency still 
having South Africa rated at investment grade, albeit on a negative outlook. We are, however, hopeful 
that government’s investment drive, tackling of mismanagement and debt levels at State-Owned 
Enterprises and renewed focus on public-private partnerships will bear fruit over the medium term. 
Patience will, however, be required before we see an uptick in confidence, growth and earnings.  
 
The South African equity market followed global markets higher with the JSE All Share Index rising 
4.6% for the last quarter of 2019. For the year the All Share Index posted a 12.0% return while the 
Capped SWIX All Share could only add 6.8%. The Resources sector was the main contributor to these 
gains with a +28.5% return over the year. Global markets had an exceptional quarter with MSCI World 
Index adding 8.7% while MSCI Emerging Markets gained 11.9% for the period. For the full year the 
numbers were +28.4% and +18.9% respectively.  
 
South African bonds returned 10.3% for the year (despite all the focus on ratings and government’s 
fiscal woes). Cash added 7.3% for the year while inflation-linked bonds lagged the fixed income assets 
classes with a +2.2% return. Listed property stocks posted a modest 1.9% gain for the year while 
shedding -2.1% over the last quarter. The Rand was quite volatile over the year but managed to 
strengthen about 3% to R14.00/US Dollar at year end.  
 
 Fund Positioning 
 
We added some nominal bonds during weakness in the last quarter. With the South African 10yr bond 
yield slightly above 9%, we do view the implied real yield of about 4% as attractive. However, our bond 
positioning does reflect concerns over a stubbornly high budget deficit and a weak fiscal position. 
Treasury forecasts a budget deficit of 6.5% of GDP in 2020/21, 6.2% of GDP in 2021/22 with fiscal 
balances taking the sovereigns debt ratio to new highs. Debt to GDP is shown to reach 71.3% in 
2022/23, and should the trajectory continue, 81% by 2027/28. We do believe a slightly more cautious  
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approach is warranted until we see a willingness to implement the required structural reforms with 
concrete evidence of the debt trajectory stabilizing. We have a healthy allocation to floating-rate notes 
with an attractive pick-up over typical money market instruments. We do, however, feel that credit 
spreads are too low and we’re finding limited attractively priced opportunities in the current market.  
 
Despite the strong last quarter, South African equities are still attractively priced compared to its own 
history and relative to emerging market peers. The 12-month forward PE multiple is around 12x for 
MSCI South Africa while the MSCI Emerging Market is trading on a 12.8x PE multiple. We do, however, 
realize than current depressed earnings will only recover once investment and business and consumer 
confidence returns along with some much-needed structural reforms. From a tactical asset allocation 
point, we did reduce the fund’s effective equity exposure into the strong December run-up (this was 
partly due to an increase in the hedging of domestic equities). We continue to protect some of our 
domestic equities for moderate falls in the market.  
 
With the Rand /US Dollar rate closer to 14, we increased our offshore currency exposure slightly in 
the last quarter while trimming our global equity exposure somewhat. We still view US equities as 
expensive; from an overall asset class view prefer domestic equities to their offshore counterparts. 
From a global equity perspective, we prefer European and Emerging Market equites (this balance is 
always judged within the overall portfolio construction process and keeping diversification principles 
in mind).  
 
Conclusion 
 
The last year of the decade proved to be a good year for performance with the Fund posting a return 
of +10.3% over one year (net of fees), ahead of the peergroup (+8.8%). The fund is comfortably ahead 
of CPI+3% over 1-year, while achieving the target over 3-years. Admittedly the lower inflation for the 
past year has lowered this target somewhat. While the fund has outperformed the peergroup over 1, 
3 and 5-years, the objective remains the achievement of the CPI+3% target over a rolling 3-years. 
Some of the successful return contributors for 2019 have been offshore equities and local fixed income 
assets. The current fund yield of about 5.9% should give investors some comfort as it provides a decent 
income underpin. We have a slightly more defensive bias post the strong last quarter and will use risk-
off episodes to add to assets that fit the fund’s risk profile.  
 


